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About This Game

A mini-game tribute to President Donald J. Trump!

Background

Some may call this propaganda. Others may say it's gloating. While those assumptions admittedly may have a shred of truth to
them, my hope is that most see this game as I do ... as a fun, light-hearted but sincere salute to Donald J. Trump's amazing and

successful run for the U.S. presidency. However people see it, this was just something I had to create ... so I did!

Game

This "mini" game consists of 6 “battles” between Donald J. Trump and a handful of the enemies he faced during his campaign,
namely:

 Fake News

 Southern Border

 Protesters
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 Hollywood

 The Swamp

 "Crooked" Hillary

The gameplay is meant to be more of an entertaining experience than a hard-core gamer challenge but I've tried to make it a
decent mix of both.

With each battle win players can choose to upgrade their health (HP) for future battles or get more “Winning Coins” to unlock
additional hats and outfits.

The first battle is free and if you enjoy it you can purchase the other 5 via the DLC:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/676080/Super_POTUS_Trump_The_Full_Game/.

Long Live the God Emperor! #MAGA!
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Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
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Emerson Design, Inc.
Publisher:
Emerson Design, Inc.
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 7+

Processor: Any

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Video Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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A beautiful VR experience. I was genuinely moved by this. It is not a game, it is a story. I think the price is about right too. We
need more titles like this.. I was born in the mid 80's and literally grew up playing x-com. This game...is what I wish xcom
present would have been. Except holy♥♥♥♥♥♥the grind. At a certain point you can't sustain it cause every 2 seconds there's
an attack on your land. Even with cheats, via cheat engine, this♥♥♥♥♥♥is a grind. Play it to understand where x-com should
have gone. Do not pick it up with the intent to follow the story or finish.. I had a hard time getting into it, since I'm missing hit-
feedback, so it's hard to tell if your shots hit the boss or not. Some boss patterns can get really visually cluttered, especially with
certain character abilities even further cluttering the screen.

But once I got used to the way it feels, the bosses and patterns themselves are pretty varied and cool. Also with the special attack
mechanics keeping a bit of tension and strategy throughout the bossfight.

If you like challenging games, this game will not disappoint.. Seems nice. Controls are precise. It looks like a kids game.
Is masochistic.
10/10. Excellent 90s style RTS - if you were a fan of Command & Conquer and Total Annihilation you will enjoy this as it is
heavily influenced by both of those classics. Solid single player missions and superb skirmish mode. Tons of units including
nukes/anti-nukes, shields, base walls and plenty of mega units.

Graphics are quite retro looking but the minimal system reqirements mean you can play it on nearly any hardware (on my laptop
the fan stays off, on a 3D game it's usually like a jet engine) and also available on iPad/iPhone (plays really well considering it's
a full RTS). Highly recommended... my fave RTS right now.. Old game on new egine. Many bugs annoying me. if you buy this
game, you also play one and a half times and make sigh.
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I like syncros, T.G. Hyper Librarian is pritty good, I like vilons(not very good). I don't particularaly recommend this exept for
skilled synchro lovers. The only reason why I didn't put a negative review is because Its not some of the worst dlc.. I quited dota
2, CSGO and other games I have, and decided to settle down with this game. Its very ery fun and very very addictive game.
Rated 5//5 for me. I really2x love it. Has PVP and very challenging level quest to take. Hoping to play challenge game soon..
Controller doesn't work with this game, it only turns the car left.

Edit: They have fixed this issue!

The game is good but still feels like there isn't enough to do. I wish they just did a straight port of the mobile verson.. Lost
Dimension is a fun and tactical SRPG with a few twists. Most notably, characters are controlled manually during combat. The
gameplay is similar to games such as Hogs of War, Valkyria Chronicles and Sakura Wars. Interestingly, the developer of Lost
Dimension previously worked on Etrian Odyssey games; this is reflected by the fact that every character in Lost Dimension has
an Etrian Odyssey style skill tree. Battles are quick, but enjoyable. The faster you clear them, the higher your rank will be at the
end of a stage. In between battles, you need to figure out who is a traitor in your party and try to eliminate them. The traitors are
randomized in every playthrough, though a specific character will always die in the first chapter of your first playthrough. The
game is a lot of fun, but it is not very difficult. On the other hand, S ranking every stage can provide a bit of challenge. I clocked
in about 20 hours during my first playthrough.

The story is complicated. Unfortunately, it is not well explained during your first playthrough. Much of the story is locked away
behind hidden dossiers and a new game+ “true ending.” If you have the patience to unlock that stuff, Lost Dimension contains a
pretty neat story with enjoyable characters.

Overall, Lost Dimension has a few flaws, but is a very underrated gem. If you like SRPGs, especially ones in which you
manually control characters and need to consider your positioning carefully, Lost Dimension is worth the price. I would give it a
4/5. Although a few flaws prevent it from being an absolute masterpiece, the fundamental gameplay mechanics are fantastic.
. Easy fun game so far. Plays ok on the crappy work comptuer so lunch is that little bit better.. A nice little thank you for buying
Game Corp DX :), Thank you lol.. Great game, challenging and rewarding. Would reccomend to those who enjoy a easy to
learn, hard to master game with epic boss fights.. Flappy Bird meets pigs in this clicker \/ spacebar bashing title of minimalistic
practices. Collect coins and purchase random pig skins in this point farming procrasinator.

That is literally all that can be said about this game. It holds a couple easter eggs and has steam achievements and trading cards.
Besides that it is rather unimaginative and straight forward. A decent get but won't gain any awards for anything innovative
anytime.
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